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Biofilm World! 

Many years ago humans inhabited this planet it’s the only other planet 
with life forms one but one life form that is so discrete is slowly growing 
to take other this planet that humans now call home 

3073 

Humans have finally found a new planet ,what they call home  but little 
do they know that something so small is about to take other this world. 
The humans have only been living on this planet for 3 years now . They 
have found new organisms, none the less there has already been a 
bacterial outbreak called Allis 12.   

The population level is staying the same, but little do they know this will 
be the last bacteria on the planet. Scientist Paul Roadshow, has been 
studying organism mostly fungi but while going through a forest he saw a 
weird brown blob, growing on a rock, he wondered what it was and 
wanted to test it he put it in a bag and took it back to the lab . 

While testing he found a trace called polysaccharide, what was commonly 
found on earth. he wondered if it had the same effect as the one on earth, 
so he put a put it on some agar. He found out the blob was grass but there 
was a bacteria growing on it and carefully placed it into the incubator 
two weeks passed and he wanted to check it didn’t just grow it took over 
the incubator ,with a liquid dripping like a rain drop on an umbrella he 
worried about what he created and did some more tests and it devoured a 
heart and anything he put in their was gone. 

 He wrote a telegram to the government about his discovery as soon as the 
government read it they were like lightning to Paul’s lab they asked what 
happened but it was too late, the unknown bacteria was taking over his 
body vines crawling out of his mouth . The lab went on lockdown and 
was isolated from society but the government had other plans they were 
curios what they could do with it so they thought it could maybe help 
cuts they asked half a dozen people to scarifies there life to science to see 
they all cut there leg with a scalpel and placed a little bit of what they 
now call ichycondrio, while doing the experiments one of the participant 
asked  could this effect our metal ribs (they needed these for their lungs 
to adapt to the new pressure on the planet) the scientist who was doing 
the experiment did not know so he just said “no it won’t” a week passed 
from the experiment all the patients were perfectly fine except one he 
went to the doctors and they checked his ribs . 

The ichycondrio took over the ribs they didn’t know what to do they 
reached out to the participants but none of them answered the 
ichycondrio took over their blood stream then there lungs then there. 
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Body 

They still looked normal and felt normal but didn’t know what was going 
on in their insides they all lived their normal lives but where ever they 
went whatever they touch got ichycondrio bacteria on it then other 
people would touch it then it will happen to them no one knew about 
what was happening except Ian duster he knew what was happening as 
he was the scientist that did the experiment he wanted to find a cure so 
he started his mission he got ready for lockdown he got all the long 
lasting food he could get got his daughter who is a straight a++ student 
they start getting the bio film under control in a lab they realised it can 
go through any object they are trying there hardest for the vaccine or 
ichycondrio killer. 

 

Two years pass 

 

They have not had any human contact with anyone except each over TV 
was no longer a thing the only thing they had was what was in there lab 
but the time has come to have a break from the mission they go to the 9 
inch thick door and looked out  the world was not how it use to be 
nothing was used by humans body’s scattered acres of ground vines 
hanging down ..the dark misty sky was the only thing normal while 
looking round they saw the ichycondria didn’t just take over humans but 
anything it can get go was everywhere  Ian was 2 feet deep in slime and 
squishy sponge material they didn’t feel alone all of a sudden “aaahhhhh” 
his daughter screams he tries to shimmy his way to her but it’s too late 
her skin turned green things where moving in side her then her eyes 
bulged with vines he ran in tears leaving his only companion there he got 
in the lab shut the door and slummed his back on the door tears came out 
like a waterfall he was all by himself in this huge planet he stopped 
looking to stop ichycondrio ad starts to try making and human with 
human and chimpanzee eggs he thought in his head might as well try 2 
months pass of sorrowfulness and depression the incubator beeps he runs 
over and opens it . 

A human another one he can use the rock covered heart shattered and a 
lovely heart came back his body filled up with adrenaline his face lit up 
with contentment as he has found  out how to bring back humanity 
months pass he has now made 4 lab babies and they can grow a lot 
quicker than a normal human within 10 days they were a full size adult 
all with 178 iq clearly the chimpanzee and human DNA had mixed in a 
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good way he carried on his assignment with his new recruits his brain 
overflowed with amazing ideas to do for his ichycondrio destroyer they 
finally decided on one they called it pzezor 67 it’s a mixture of dead 
ichycondrio cells and more weird chemical he put in a beaker and poured 
the tiniest bit on the world destroyer biofilm instantaneously the 
ichycondrio shrivelled up . 

They were flabbergasted with their discovery but did not relies they 
won’t have enough pzezor 67 to solve this problem 

He has tiny break as his brain has been mentally challenged with this bio 
film taking over the world so he tries to get the best sleep he has had in 9 
months but he forgot to shut the vents while he is in his deep sleep the 
ichycondrio slugged its way into the lab first going for the lab creation 
then for Ian.  

The world has finally been takin over by biofilm. 

Or has it … 

 

 

 

 

 

 


